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ABSTRACT

Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) models have achieved encouraging performance on the dialogue response generation task. However, existing Seq2Seq-based response generation methods suffer from a low-diversity problem: they frequently generate generic responses, which make the conversation less interesting. In this paper, we address the low-diversity problem by investigating its connection with model over-confidence reflected in predicted distributions. Specifically, we first analyze the influence of the commonly used Cross-Entropy (CE) loss function, and find that the CE loss function prefers high-frequency tokens, which results in low-diversity responses. We then propose a Frequency-Aware Cross-Entropy (FACE) loss function that improves over the CE loss function by incorporating a weighting mechanism conditioned on token frequency. Extensive experiments on benchmark datasets show that the FACE loss function is able to substantially improve the diversity of existing state-of-the-art Seq2Seq response generation methods, in terms of both automatic and human evaluations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, dialogue response generation has attracted a lot of attention due to its potential for applications, e.g., within intelligent customer service agents and personal assistants. Most state-of-the-art approaches to this task are based on Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) frameworks [3, 11–13, 17, 19]. Current Seq2Seq frameworks suffer from a low-diversity problem. As a result, these approaches frequently generate generic responses such as “I don’t know” or “I’m sorry” [3, 11, 12, 19].

To address the issue of low response diversity, previous studies have produced several hypotheses about the cause of the low-diversity problem with corresponding solutions. For example, Li et al. [3] argue that the usual max a posteriori (MAP) objective function might favor frequent responses. Instead, they propose to use a Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) objective function to encourage responses with higher mutual information regarding the user’s utterance. The downside of this method is that it relies heavily on beam search and/or an inverse model that is trained by swapping inputs and outputs. Tao et al. [15] assume that the single attention layer commonly used in Seq2Seq models is only able to focus on a single semantic aspect of the input sequence, so they propose a Multi-Head Attention Mechanism (MHAM) to allow the decoder to generate more diverse responses. There are also studies that try to improve response diversity by introducing randomness [12, 19].

Recently, Jiang and de Rijke [1] have shown that there is a strong connection between the low-diversity problem and what they call model over-confidence following Pereyra et al. [10], the phenomenon that a model incorrectly assigns most probability to only a few tokens. However, the cause of this phenomenon remains unknown. In §2, we investigate and conclude that the model over-confidence problem is caused by an imbalanced training of tokens with variable frequencies, which favors frequent tokens and results in low-diversity. To correct for this, we propose a Frequency-Aware Cross-Entropy (FACE) loss function that improves the traditional Cross-Entropy (CE) loss function by taking token frequency into consideration. More specifically, we first analyze the influence of the commonly used CE loss function, and find that it prefers high-frequency tokens, which results in model over-confidence and low-diversity responses. Then we propose a FACE loss function that improves over the CE loss function by incorporating a weighting mechanism conditioned on token frequency.

The primary differences between FACE and previous studies in addressing the low-diversity problem are two-fold: (1) The diversity improvements brought by FACE do not rely on beam search or...
As illustrated by Jiang and de Rijke [1], model over-confidence [10] can cause Seq2Seq-based conversation models to have low response diversity. In this section, we show that model over-confidence and low-diversity are statistical and empirical symptoms of the same problem. Imbalanced training is the actual underlying reason.

Existing Seq2Seq-based conversation models tend to be over-confident during prediction and place most probability on only a few tokens. We define a leading token in a response to be a token that appears first. From Table 1, we can see that all of the most frequent leading tokens in model responses are actually very likely to appear first in training ground-truth responses, but the percentages of the top-ranked token “i” are much higher in the validation and test sets. This suggests that the model is over-fitting for frequent leading tokens. We also find that the frequency of some subsequent tokens (e.g., ‘m and not’) is much higher in model responses than in the training ground truth, as illustrated in Table 2. This is also due to model over-fitting, since these tokens are relatively more frequent compared to other tokens. For example, given that the previous token is “i”, the frequency of the following token “m” is much higher than others in the training data.

To understand this phenomenon and introduce our solution, we first look into the commonly used max a posteriori (MAP) objective function of Seq2Seq models. Given a dataset of message-response pairs \((X, Y)\), where \(X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x|X|)\) and \(Y = (y_1, y_2, \ldots, y|Y|)\),

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{maximize} & & P(Y|X) \\
&\text{subject to} & & \sum_y P(y|x) = 1
\end{align*}
\]

is the search space of \(y\). \(\delta(y_t) = 1\) if \(y_t = c_i\) and 0 otherwise; \(P(c_i|\theta)\) is the predicted probability of candidate \(c_i\) and is calculated using the softmax function:

\[
P(c_i|y_{<t}, X) = \frac{\exp(f_\theta(h_{\text{dec}}^{c_i}, y_{<t-1}, c_i, X))}{\sum_{j=1}^N \exp(f_\theta(h_{\text{dec}}^{c_j}, y_{<t-1}, c_j, X))}.
\]

Where \(f_\theta()\) is a non-linear scoring function with parameters \(\theta\); \(f_\theta()\) takes the hidden state \(h_{\text{dec}}^{c_i}\), last generation \(y_{t-1}\) and \(X\) as inputs, and calculates a score for each possible candidate \(c_i\). During training, the loss calculated using Eq. (3) is back-propagated through the whole network. The effect is that \(f_\theta()\) will assign higher scores for \(c_i = y_t\) in the future, so that the loss in Eq. (3) will decrease, and meanwhile the predicted probability in Eq. (4) will increase. The ultimate effect is to maximize the probabilities of ground-truth outputs given input sequences, as illustrated in Eq. (1). The model is frequently penalized by a small number of frequent tokens, as a result of which the total loss (TL) for these tokens is higher than for less-frequent ones:

\[
\text{TL}(c_i) = \sum_{t=1}^{N_f} \text{CE}(y_t = c_i),
\]

where \(t\) denotes the time step, with maximum training steps \(N_f\):

\[
N_f = \sum_{i=1}^N \text{freq}(c_i).
\]

Here, \(\text{freq}(c_i)\) represents the frequency that \(c_i\) appears in the training ground truth. Assume that the expected value \(\mathbb{E} [\text{CE}(c_i)]\) is roughly the same for \(c_i, \forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}\), then tokens with a higher frequency will have a larger total loss during training. We refer to this phenomenon as loss imbalance.

Due to loss imbalance, a Seq2Seq model favors frequent tokens and thus is over-confident about them. This is especially true for the leading token as observed in Table 1, since the decoder language

---

**Table 1: Frequency ranks of leading tokens and their percentage (%).** Validation rank and Test rank are for the validation and test model responses. Training rank is for the ground-truth responses in the training data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i</th>
<th>the</th>
<th>you</th>
<th>we</th>
<th>he</th>
<th>it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation rank</strong></td>
<td>1 (74)</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
<td>5 (3)</td>
<td>6 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test rank</strong></td>
<td>1 (72)</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>5 (3)</td>
<td>6 (3)</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training rank</strong></td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
<td>7 (12)</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>6 (3)</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2: Frequency ranks of example tokens and their percentage (%) in validation and test model outputs, and ground truth outputs of the training data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>.</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>‘m</th>
<th>not</th>
<th>n’t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation rank</strong></td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>4 (5)</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test rank</strong></td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>2 (9)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>4 (5)</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training rank</strong></td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
<td>35 (1)</td>
<td>32 (1)</td>
<td>13 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
model does not have a strong effect in the beginning of prediction. When a frequent token is selected as leading token, the search space for subsequent tokens is hugely restricted by the language model, and this will likely result in a frequent generic response.

3 FREQUENCY-AWARE CROSS-ENTROPY LOSS

Now that we have identified loss imbalance as a cause of low-diversity problems, we propose to balance the total loss for each token by applying a weight factor to TL:

\[ WTL(c_i) = w_i \sum_{i=1}^{N} CE(y_t = c_i), \]

where \( w_i \) is the weight corresponding to \( c_i \). By absorbing \( w_i \) into the CE loss function, we obtain the FACE loss function:

\[ FACE(y_t) = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \delta_i(y_t) \log(P(c_i|y_{<t}, X)). \]

Our key solution to the low-diversity problem lies in the weight factors \( w_i \). Based on the analysis in §2, one straightforward way to learning \( w_i \) is to take advantage of the token frequency \( \text{freq}(c_i) \), so that frequent tokens will have lower weights. Below we propose two methods to estimate \( \text{freq}(c_i) \): ground-truth or GT frequency and output frequency.

**GT frequency:** Token frequency in the ground-truth responses. As illustrated in Eq. (6), the number of training steps \( N_t \) equals the sum of frequencies of tokens in the training ground-truth responses, so it is intuitive to use these token frequencies to adjust the weight in Eq. (8). However, during training, the model is given data sequentially in random order. As a result, the real-time token frequency seen by the model is likely to differ from that of the entire training data. Our solution is to calculate the *batch* token frequency instead:

\[ \text{freq}_b(c_i) = \text{freq}_{b-1}(c_i) + \text{freq}_r(c_i), \]

where \( b \) is the number of training batches seen so far and \( o \) represents the newly observed batch.

**Output frequency:** Token frequency in model responses. Alternatively, we can employ a train-and-refine strategy: the responses of a pre-trained Seq2Seq model can reflect which tokens the model is already overfitted for; by directly penalizing those tokens with a fine-tuning procedure, we can improve the response diversity without retraining it from scratch. The output frequency may have a more obvious effect on improving response diversity than the GT frequency, because diversity is directly exhibited by model outputs.

### 3.1 Weight calculation

Given the frequency of each token, we introduce the following two methods to calculate the weight factor.

#### 3.1.1 Pre-weight

This method derives the weight factor \( w_i \) prior to seeing new training examples, i.e., pre-weight function:

\[ w_i = a \times RF_f + 1. \]

Here we formulate it as a linear function of relative frequency: \( RF_f = \text{freq}(c_i)/\sum_j \text{freq}(c_j) \), and \( a = -1/\max RF_f, \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), is the slope, and the bias is 1 so that \( w_i \) falls in [0, 1]. We then normalize \([w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_N]\) to have a mean of 1. The pre-weight function can make sure that tokens with a higher RF value will get lower weights. In other words, the influence of high frequency tokens will be penalized by using the pre-weight function.

#### 3.1.2 Post-weight

This method tries to penalize the model’s conservativeness: if the output token \( y_t \) has a higher frequency than the ground truth \( c_i \), which indicates the model conservatively picked a “safe” token, then its loss will be scaled up by \( w_i > 1 \), otherwise \( w_i = 1 \) due to ReLU activations:

\[ w_i = 1 + \frac{\text{ReLU(}\text{freq}(y_t) - \text{freq}(c_i)\text{)}}{\sum_j \text{freq}(c_j)}. \]

Since we can only apply this weighting function after obtaining the model outputs, we refer to it as the *post-weight function*.

### 3.2 Empowered by confidence penalty

As illustrated in [1], Confidence Penalty (CP) methods can alleviate the low-diversity problem. In the experiments of this paper, we also test the performance of the CP function [1]:

\[ CP(y_t) = CE(y_t) - \beta H(p(y_t|y_{<t}, X)), \]

where \( p(y_t|y_{<t}, X) \) is the predicted distribution at \( t \), and \( H(\cdot) \) is its entropy. However, during experiments we found that the parameter \( \beta \) needs to be carefully chosen, otherwise the loss CP(\( y_t \)) will be negative, which is counter-intuitive since losses should be greater than 0. Instead, we propose a parameter-free CP function:

\[ CP_{\text{free}}(y_t) = CE(y_t) + \frac{1}{H(p(y_t|y_{<t}, X))}. \]

FACE and CP can be easily combined to further improve response diversity. A trivial combination is to replace the CE loss function with the FACE loss function in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). We also propose a CP weighting function using the entropy in Eq. (13):

\[ w = 1 + \frac{1}{H(p(y_t|y_{<t}, X))}, \]

where \( w \) (without subscript) is assumed to be independent of \( c_i \), which is different from that in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). By using \( w \) as the weight of FACE in Eq. (8), we can penalize the model confidence by adjusting the weight of FACE.

### 4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To prove the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we design experiments to answer the following questions: (Q1) Which combination of our proposed frequency methods (GT frequency and output frequency) and weighting functions (pre- and post-weight) performs best? (Q2) Does FACE improve the diversity of Seq2Seq conversation models? (Q3) Does CP improve the diversity of Seq2Seq conversation models? (Q4) Does the combination of FACE and CP further improve performance? (Q5) Does FACE improve the response quality besides diversity?

#### 4.1 Baselines and datasets

The first baseline is a vanilla Seq2Seq model with general attention [6] as implemented within the ParlAI platform [7]. We also choose the MMI models proposed in [3] and the MHAM models proposed in [15]. These models are all deterministic methods. In Table 3, we

---

2The MMI-bidi model needs a reverse model which is pre-trained using inverse training examples: (response, message).
4.1 Evaluation of Dialogue Generation

4.1.1 OSDb. The OSDb dataset [16] is an online-available corpus of movie subtitles.³ Here, we use the 2011 version and set aside ∼60M lines, which constitutes ∼30M message-response pairs for training. Following Li et al. [3], we randomly select 2k pairs from the IMSDB dataset [18] for validation and test sets, respectively, and we filter out pairs whose responses or messages are shorter than 6 tokens.

4.1.2 Twitter. Twitter is a commonly used source of data in dialogue generation research. For ease of reproducibility of the results reported in this paper, we did not follow Li et al. [3], Sordoni et al. [13] who used ∼130M context-message-response triples before pre-processing. Instead, we use the version released by [12] for training, which contains ∼4M tweet IDs in total and can be scraped in 3 days.⁴ After formatting the tweets as context-message-response triples, we have 904K training examples and we concatenate context-message as input. For the training, validation and test sets, we exclude all overlapping IDs. Then we restrict the sequence length in both validation and test sets to the range [6, 18], resulting in 18,162 validation and 1,897 test triples. Furthermore, since tuning the MMI models is quite time-consuming, we randomly select 2K triples from the validation set for hyper-parameter selection.

4.2 Evaluation

4.2.1 Automatic evaluation. Although reported not to correlate well with human judgments [5], we still report BLEU scores [8] for fair comparisons with baselines. To allow for a fair comparison, we implement all our methods and baselines using ParlAI. We choose two publicly available benchmark datasets: OSDb and Twitter, for evaluating the baselines and our proposed methods. We follow Li et al. [3], Tao et al. [15] to use short-history conversations; see below for details.

4.2.2 Human evaluation. Following Sordoni et al. [13], we recruit crowd-source workers to perform pairwise qualitative comparisons. Since the conversation history of the OSDb dataset is only a single turn, which is hard for human annotators to judge, we choose the Twitter dataset for human evaluation, which has two-turn histories. We randomly select 1K test examples from the Twitter test set, and paired model responses (FACE vs. baseline) are shown to 3 evaluators in random order. Evaluators are told to choose a better response in terms of relevance, interestingness and grammar. Ties are allowed. We then carry out Welch’s t-test on the human preferences obtained in this manner.

4.3 Implementation details

For the OSDb and Twitter datasets, we keep the most frequent 25,000 tokens and replace other tokens with _UNK_. For the OSDb corpus, we use a 4-layer Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for both encoder and decoder. The hidden size (HS) and word embedding size are set to 1,000. On the smaller Twitter corpus, we use a smaller network with a 2-layer LSTMs for encoder and decoder. The HS and word embedding sizes are set to 512 and 200, respectively. For both networks, we randomly initialize the model parameters from a uniform distribution $U(-\sqrt{1/HS}, \sqrt{1/HS})$ and the word embeddings from a normal distribution $N(0, 1)$. We also employ dropout [14] with drop ratio $p = 0.1$. We use Adam [2] as our optimization method. For the hyper-parameters of the Adam optimizer, we set the learning rate $\alpha = 0.001$, two momentum parameters $\beta_1 = 0.9$ and $\beta_2 = 0.999$, respectively, and $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$. We also clip gradients [9] to 5 during training to avoid gradient explosion. To speed up training and convergence, we use mini-batches of size 256. Since the model chosen with minimum training loss usually has very low diversity, we choose $d$-1 as the early stopping criterion. A scheduler is used to reduce the learning rate by a factor of 0.5 when a $d$-1 plateau is detected with patience $= 3$. β in Eq. (12) is set to 0.01.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSES

5.1 FACE variants

To answer Q1, we first identify the best performing variant of FACE to be used in later experiments. In Tables 4 and 5, we list the scores for four variants of FACE, on the OSDb and Twitter datasets, respectively: Output token frequency & PRe-weight (FACE-OPR), Output token frequency & PPost-weight (FACE-OPO), GT frequency & PRe-weight (FACE-GPR) and GT frequency & PPost-weight (FACE-GPO).
We turn to Q2, Q3, and Q4. The automatic evaluation results are shown in Table 6 while with pre-weight. The BLEU scores in Table 4 and 5 show no obvious

Table 6: Results (%) on the OSDb dataset. Highest scores in each column are highlighted using bold face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>d-1</th>
<th>d-2</th>
<th>BLEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq2Seq-refine</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMI-antiLM</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMI-bidi</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHAM</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMHAM</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>15.59</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_free</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>18.59</td>
<td>7.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE-CP</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE-CP_free</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>18.67</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Results (%) on the Twitter dataset. Highest scores in each column are highlighted using bold face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>d-1</th>
<th>d-2</th>
<th>BLEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>8.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq2Seq-refine</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMI-antiLM</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>18.21</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMI-bidi</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHAM</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>17.04</td>
<td>8.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMHAM</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>24.18</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_free</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>18.67</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE-CP</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE-CP_free</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>17.81</td>
<td>8.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the OSDb dataset, we can see from Table 4 that FACE-OFR and FACE-GPO perform better than the other two in terms of diversity scores. Similar results are shown on the Twitter dataset in Table 5. By comparing the results in Table 4 and 5, we find that the performance of FACE-OFR is very stable. We therefore choose FACE-OFR as our primary model and refer to it as FACE in the following sections. In contrast, FACE-GPR performs worst on both datasets, which indicates that GT frequency does not work well with pre-weight. The BLEU scores in Table 4 and 5 show no obvious patterns.

It is worth noting that all variants reported in Table 4 and 5 are using the train-and-refine strategy: first training the Seq2Seq model with CE, then fine-tuning it with FACE. We also tried training from scratch using FACE. However, the performance did not show consistent improvements, which is probably because our equal expected loss assumption (under Eq. (6)) is violated in the early training stages.

5.2 Automatic evaluation

We turn to Q2, Q3, and Q4. The automatic evaluation results are shown in Tables 6 and 7. Seq2Seq is vanilla-Sq2Seq with general attention mechanism [6]. Seq2Seq-refine is a fine-tuned version of Seq2Seq with a smaller batch size of 30. MMI-antiLM adjusts the Seq2Seq prediction probability using the decoder language model, while MMI-bidi utilizes a reverse model. Both methods use beam size 200. MHAM projects encoder hidden-states to 5 different semantic spaces, and CMHAM forces those 5 spaces to be perpendicular to each other. All of our models are fine-tuned Seq2Seq models with a smaller batch size of 30. FACE is fine-tuned using the FACE function and output token frequency. CP and CP_free are fine-tuned using Eq. (12) and (13), respectively. FACE-CP is a linear combination of FACE and CP. FACE-CP_free is the multiplicative combination of FACE and the CP weighting function in Eq. (14).

As shown in Table 6, all the methods proposed in this paper outperform the baselines in terms of diversity metrics on the OSDb dataset. FACE achieves the highest d-2 score (increase of 6.3%). FACE-CP and FACE-CP_free achieve slightly higher d-1 and lower d-2 scores than FACE, which can be viewed as the trade-off between FACE and CP's. Although the penalty strength $\beta$ of CP is carefully selected, it is interesting to see that our hyper-parameter free method CP_free outperforms CP by a large margin and achieves the highest d-1 score (1.9% improvement), which demonstrates the effectiveness of Eq. (13). FACE performs best in terms of BLEU scores, which suggests that FACE can generate higher-quality responses.

Although the MMI-based and MHAM-based methods all exhibit various improvements over Seq2Seq in terms of d-1 and d-2 scores, they mostly perform worse than Seq2Seq-refine. This suggests that on the OSDb dataset, carefully designed MMI-based and MHAM-based methods are not able to outperform a fine-tuned Seq2Seq baseline.

Similar to Table 6, Table 7 shows that all our methods can increase the diversity of Seq2Seq on the Twitter dataset. FACE achieves the highest d-1 score (0.4% increase) together with MMI-antiLM, but the highest d-2 score of FACE (6.5% improvement) demonstrates that our method fares better.

In Table 7 however, Seq2Seq-refine decreases the diversity of Seq2Seq, indicating that fine-tuning does not help to address the low-diversity problem on the Twitter dataset. This is probably because...
5.3 Human evaluation

We now turn to Q5. Human evaluation results are reported in Table 8. We can see that FACE is significantly better than all baselines. This means that by increasing response diversity, FACE can improve relevance and interestingness of responses, without sacrificing grammatical accuracy. Specifically, by penalizing frequent tokens, FACE gives more opportunities to less frequent tokens, so the interestingness is higher than Seq2Seq. While high-frequency tokens may be appropriate responses in more situations than low-frequency ones, it is for the same reason that higher frequency tokens convey less information, thus making the responses seem generic. Therefore, by encouraging low-frequency tokens, FACE has the potential to increase relevance of responses. By looking at the human evaluation scores in Table 8 together with the BLEU scores in Table 7, we can re-confirm that BLEU scores do not correlate well with human qualitative evaluation [5].

Since FACE learns a language model relying entirely on training data, the grammatical accuracy of FACE is as least as good as that of Seq2Seq. The examples in Table 9 show that FACE can actually generate more relevant and interesting responses. In contrast, although MMI-antiLM improves response diversity, it increases the risk of grammatical errors since it penalizes the language model. For example, the response of MMI-antiLM in the second example of Table 9 is ungrammatical and irrelevant to the conversation history. Similarly, MMI-bidi uses a reverse model to adjust the model outputs, in the hope that the responses can be more diverse and relevant. However, as explained earlier, the reverse model is highly unreliable, making many of the responses look weird, see, e.g., the third row of Table 9.

Although MHAM and CMHAM can improve response diversity to some extent, it is not guaranteed that the multiple attention heads are well distributed throughout the whole history. In fact, there are many cases where the attention weights are on the Context part of the history, making the responses irrelevant to the Message, such as the fourth and fifth examples in Table 9.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed a Frequency-Aware Cross-Entropy (FACE) function for tackling the low-diversity problem of Seq2Seq-based conversation models. Experiments on short-history conversation datasets demonstrate that the FACE loss function can effectively improve the diversity and quality of responses. FACE achieves the improvements with minimum modifications to the original Seq2Seq model, which makes it flexible to extend. We also propose a hyper-parameter free CP_free, which exhibits better performance than the original parameter-dependent CP.

A limitation of FACE is that the learning procedure is not as stable as CE, which increases the difficulty of training. In future work, we would like to investigate this phenomenon in depth. We also hope to test FACE in a long-history conversation setting by applying FACE to hierarchical Seq2Seq [11]. Besides, we also plan to apply FACE in hierarchical multi-turn conversations [12].

Table 8: Results of the pairwise human evaluation (%) on the Twitter dataset. "Win", "Lose" and "Gain" correspond to "FACE wins", "Baseline wins" and their difference (Win - Lose), respectively. Highest scores are highlighted in bold face, and *, **, *** symbols indicate significant improvements with p-value < 0.05, < 0.01, < 0.005, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Win</th>
<th>Lose</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACE vs Seq2Seq</td>
<td>38.61***</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>17.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE vs MMI-antiLM</td>
<td>51.30***</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE vs MMI-bidi</td>
<td>61.91***</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>40.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE vs MHAM</td>
<td>50.93**</td>
<td>42.56</td>
<td>8.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE vs CMHAM</td>
<td>43.75*</td>
<td>38.85</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Example responses from different models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>History</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FACE    | no i do n’t think so... i’m watching it now...
| MHAM    | don’t laugh at my picture! that’s not nice. |
| CMHAM   | i’m not a fan of the picture but it’s not that bad, it’s just a pic of me saying “i’m a girl” hahaha... |

Message: you ever watched criminal minds suspect behavior?

Context: i need 4 mo followers...

Message: trying this one for 1st time LOL http://bit.ly/nrFMIU start from bottom recipe & work up

Message: i’m laughing because you actually posted the pic. i believed you:) lol
to apply FACE to stochastic models [12, 19] and examine how FACE can be used in an adversarial dialogue generation setup [4].
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